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Challenges for regulators 
-Provide early access 
-Safeguard the public 
-Promote public health 
-Prevent unnecessary harm
-Stimulate innovation
-Prevent unnecessary hurdles
-Strike  the right balance between risk and benefits

Starting point
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Changing landscape (1) 

Technological innovation: 
mean time between changes
machine learning and algorithms
AI 

ECO models: from siloed to integrated

Transaction models for ICSRs
digital processing 
from vertical to shared/horizontal
From scarcity to abundancy: new models needed

Initiatives like ODHESI data collection and analyses standardized



Population focus                                               Precision (personalised) 
medicine
Monotherapies Complex (combination) 
regimens
Short/mid time horizons Decade/life-long horizon 
(Randomised controlled) trials                       Full spectrum of methods
Pre-licensing knowledge generation Lifespan/-cycle approach 
Silos (insurers, regulators, developers)         Shared approach 
Research-practice Learning health care
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Changing landscape (2)
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CAR-T cell design and delivery raises the hope of a cure for many more people 
with malignancies, and heralds an exciting new era in cancer treatment

While researchers, physicians, patients, and investors alike are understandably 
seduced by such potential, there are still several major hurdles to overcome. 
For the vast majority of patients with blood cancer, and all with solid cancers, 
CAR-T cells are not yet proven to be effective, are too toxic, or are not available 
due to expense or geography.

Charrot S, Hallam S. CAR-T Cells: Future Perspectives. 
Hemasphere. 2019;3(2):e188. Published 2019 Mar 19. 
doi:10.1097/HS9.0000000000000188

ATMPs
as an example



ATMPs
what we know

Uncertainties at MA: 

Single arm pivotal trials, small sample sizes, external controls , limited number of eligible patients

Duration of efficacy , dosing , errors-> FU post MA

Long-term safety/different aspects of safety, e.g insertional oncogenesis , development,  growth

Dilemma: 

Provide (early) patient access or wait for evidence?

What can we generate post approval

Tools 

Specific and dedicated PAMs/PIPs support benefit-risk assessment

RMP and PhV tools
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Data generation pharmacovigilance 

RMP

ADRs 
Spontaneous reports +
Enhanced data collection

PSURs 
PAS (S/PAES )

SSS
Important Identified Risks
Important Potential Risks
Missing Information 

PHV
RMM



Challenges and opportunities

Realising the potential of real world data to support decision-making and better public health:

New data sources

New technology

New analytical approaches

Process improvement: greater efficiency and effectiveness through evidenced-based process 

improvement

Better engagement with the public

Making an impact: change healthcare deliver to benefit public health
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RWD
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CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY & THERAPEUTICS | VOLUME 105 NUMBER 4 | APRIL 2019 four key use cases in which RWE
could support regulatory decision making



Real World Data

sources are abundant ☺
Registries

Claims data

EHR

Pragmatic clinical trials

Active Surveillance Systems

Emerging Technologies 
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Incorporating the Patient’s Voice
RWE can also better represent patients’ voices and 
experiences,
in part through patient-generated data



Ideal situation

14P T. 2018 Aug; 43(8): 464–472
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PRO
clinically rich and generally consistent
Approach more real world setting 
CON
not capture longitudinal data or require significant effort 
and resources to do so.
not necessarily representative of the general clinical use
not include the full spectrum of outcomes, such as
patient-reported outcome measures. 
often in parallel to existing data collection systems duplication 

for greater accuracy
Time lag 
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RWD
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• ADRs/ signals  remain important & require complementary sources of data/evidence. 
• Collections needs to become smarter 
• Real world data is an important source grip on growing complexity
• Methodology and Analysis efforts required 
• Care: predictive, preventive , personalised and participatory (4 PPPP )
• Binary : pre/post, ICSR/HER, randomisation/observational , safety/efficacy, reactive/active 

to on market performance
• Transparancy & communication

Some predictions 

Incorporating the Patient’s Voice
RWE can also better represent patients’ voices and 
experiences,
in part through patient-generated data
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PhV is much more than than identifying datasources and ICSR collection 

The new technologies offer opportunities to better more efficiently and more rapidly 
process data /ICSRs

Further develop analysis methodologies and causality assessment 

Further develop risk minimisation opportunities and possibilities 

Risk minimisation is an iterative, learning activity which requires multiple complementary 
data sources, highlighting the need for impact research 

Some  insights 



➢ measure the impact of our work and ensure we make evidence-based process
improvements. 

➢ smarter collection and reporting of ICSRs, 
➢ measurement of on-market performance of medicines, learning health care system 
➢ improved engagement of patients and healthcare professionals

faster access to life-saving treatments for
patients around the world and for these 
treatments to be used more effectively and
safely
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Administrative claims data 

• PRO: 
• the ease of data collection and abstraction

• data are universally created 

• capture longitudinal data 

• accepted coding standards 

• data consistency. 

• integrated with existing data platforms.

• not collected with the goal of supporting research
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CON

• Not many details 

• Use not ascertained 

• Comorbidities not easily identified 

• Inaccurate 

• Not collected with the goal of supporting research 

• Time lag 

are even more ubiquitous than registries



• PRO

• RCT  focused, risks underestimated and benefits overestimated. 

• enrollment of larger study populations more representative of people 
with a given condition, 

• fewer restrictions on concomitant therapies or on patients with other 
comorbid diseases. 

• cheaper 

• obtain data on a larger number of clinical outcomes.

• CON

• infrastructure to facilitate enrollment. 

• related to the data source  loss to follow-up and/or incomplete or 
inaccurate 
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• Rapid technological innovation: health-related mobile applications, wearable 
technologies

• fitness trackers, and sync-able technologies such as digital weight scales and 
portable electrocardiographic sensors

• PRO

• patient-generated data andpatient-reported outcomes

• recruiting patients virtually

• detailed and longitudinal information from outside health care 

• CON

• absence of representative populations. 

• not be adapted into health care data platforms 

• capture limited outcomes.
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